
Enjoy at home – A poem to make someone happy  

Targeted helping | Showing not telling 

 

TARGETED HELPING means doing kind things for someone according to their particular 

needs, desires, and tastes. Targeted helping is where the empathy we feel becomes most 

useful and beneficial to others. It also boosts happy hormones like oxytocin in the helper.   

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. FREE WRITE some examples of way somebody has given you targeted help. 

• Giving you a thing you liked or needed. 

• Teaching you something you wanted to learn. 

• Making something for you that you liked or needed. 

• Doing something to make you feel better. 

 

2. READ Tony Hoagland’s poem “Trying to keep you happy”:  

I’m going to nail a sheet of tin upon the bedroom roof  

so that, on August nights, the extravagance of rain  

will wake you up  

then put you back to sleep again.  

I will paint the front room yellow and the back room blue  

so you can change your mood by relocation.  

There will be no newspapers allowed indoors, with their tales of human ugliness,  

and no clocks upon the wall but  

In the center of the house, we will install a fountain,  

so the sound of running water  

can remind us what time really is.  

On summer days, the southwest breeze will carry  

the drowsy mumbling of bees out of the corn and grapevines  

across the kitchen window sill  

where in a little tray above the sink  

the bar of soap your hands have touched repeatedly  

is waiting to be touched again.  

Everything I do is part of my selfish master strategy  

to shackle you to me with happiness.  

That’s how the brainstorm about the mail-order chickens  

first came to me.  

Look at the chickens, I will say to you, pointing outside,  

while putting my other hand  

in the back pocket of your jeans.  



NOTICE that the poem is based around a series of actions. Instead of telling “I love you, I 

care” he shows what those feelings cause him to do to try to make his partner feel happy.  

 

3. PRACTICE showing rather than telling.  

Telling (he was angry) is less powerful than showing (his fists were clenched, he grit his teeth 

and slammed the door) because showing forces us to engage and to interpret the actions. 

Practice this by choose an everyday activity like brushing your teeth, typing an email, etc. 

Now show a particular emotion by describing the person’s movements, actions, and body.  

 

4. DECIDE who your poem will be for.  

You might address your poem to a person, (your partner, The Queen, Buddha), a group of 

people  (footballers, NHS workers, the British), a type of person (an introvert, an optimist) an 

animal  (octopuses, apes, dinosaurs), an object (smart phone, climbing shoes, spaghetti) 

 

5. Make two lists. The first is of things this person or thing would want more of. 

The second is of things they would want less of.  

 

Making my cat happy. 

WANTS MORE OF WANTS LESS OF 

Warm places to sleep. Warmth in general. Water, rain. 

Whiskas pouches and Dreamies cat treats. Other Tom cats who want to fight.  

Dreams about mice and birds, 

Things to hunt in reality 

Cats spraying plants and bushes on his 

territory. 

A fearsome reputation that will make dogs 

leave him alone. 

Sudden loud noises that scare him. 

 

 

6. FIGURE OUT HOW you will provide more of the things they want more of and 

less of what they don’t want and write it into sentences.  

 

Give yourself options for how you might provide what is wanted, or avoid what isn’t. Then 

choose your favourite. E.G. In order to keep my cat dry I might: 

• Follow him around with a golf umbrella. 

• Spray him in trainer protector to make him water proof. 

• Do a rain dance so bad that the God of rain imposes a drought as punishment.  

 

The simplest sentence structure is I’m going to …. so that …. : 

I’m going to follow you around with a golf umbrella so that you never have soggy fur again.  


